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Rumi speaks a sacred language that we understand with our hearts rather than our minds. He

knows the heart is the gateway to divine union and he doesn't want you to play small this lifetime.

He encourages humanity to live and love with absolute surrender, abandon and willingness to

accept the mysteries of life. Whether you have studied his poetry for years or are drawn to him only

now, this oracle deck will strengthen and illuminate your connection with this beautiful and powerful

soul who loves you with a fierce passion. Rumi has a heart so open that the entire world that he

loves so dearly can easily be held within it. His is a path of love. To dance in divine love with him,

you need only be willing to enter your own heart. May the blessings of this spiritual brother lead you

into the bliss of your own divine heart-centred nature.
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For those you who like the Journey of Love Oracle deck, you will love the Rumi Oracle!For this

deck, Rassouli (who had created the artwork for the Journey of Love Oracle) contacted Alana

Fairchild after he has come up with his Rumi-inspired artwork and translations and asked her if she

would supply some writings to accompany his art. What an amazing collaboration it turned out to

be!In my opinion, Rassouli's art in this deck has a richer, bolder feel than the artwork featured in the

Journey of Love Oracle. It is feminine but it also feels equally masculine, a soulful blending of both

energies. It is a spiritual deck without ego, one that speaks with a love that is tender, powerful, and

divine.This is definitely a deck I will treasure for years to come. It comes in the typical Blue Angel

Publishing box which is very sturdy. I love the deep purple card back design, which is also featured

on the box and its 193 page guidebook.



These cards are DEEP! They are not for the faint of heart or for people who do not understand the

esoteric meanings behind them. I did find them to be spot on for my personal readings. One of the

cards made me burst into tears because it stated exactly what I was feeling at that moment with

such warmth and understanding and love. The artwork is beautiful! I do find that when reading for

myself I don't mind the length of Alana's writings, but I wish it could be condensed just a bit when

reading for others. Some of her writing in the guidebook goes on for 4 pages. Many of them

reference other cards you may have pulled, but honestly I only have time to pull one because the

writing is so intensive. I would recommend them for personal use. I think the price went down after I

bought them, so they really are a great buy now!

I absolutely LOVE these cards! If you believe you are a twin flame and are not yet in union, I highly

recommend these cards. I recently started learning about twin flames about 3 weeks ago and I

realized that I am one. I believe I met my twin flame in April of this year (but we are not together at

this time). So 3 weeks ago, I learned about the twin flame stuff and it has changed my life. I would

have totally just threw my hands up with this guy, ran away, and would have continued my same

pattern with future guys. However, I realize this is different and I need to work on myself

spiritually/emotionally. So I had already been doing that a lot but learning this took it to a new level

except I was still like a newborn baby regarding twin flame stuff. Then these cards came into my life.

Every day I pull at least one and whatever is pulled resonates SO well with what I'm dealing with

that particular day. I feel so connected to these cards. I've had a few really hard days and these

cards help pull me out of my hot mess self...and help me gain perspective which I think is the

biggest help. So if you believe you are a twin flame, I'd definitely recommend these cards. They help

you get through what we specifically are going through and help you keep the faith and not give up.

I've never read Rumi but was drawn to these cards. The words touch my heart and have brought

tears to my eyes with wisdom that touches my soul. I've only used them for myself, but each card

drawn has had special meaning to my particular circumstances. The cards are from good stock and

sturdy,the art is otherworldly and beautiful. For me, when I need something to touch my soul, I will

draw from this.

Beautiful deck with unusual, long explanations and thoughtful writing for each card/poem. Very

intuitive and amazingly accurate. Rumi is the link to the divine and if you are in touch with the



divine/spiritual realm, you will likely find this deck to be enlightening and supportive. I like to draw a

single card in this deck as it's fairly time-consuming to read the descriptions. However, one card

from this deck enhances additional tarot and oracle readings that I do and I really love the beauty

and depth of this deck's abilities! Higher energies deck, no lower energy vibes at all.

These cards are beautiful. I love Rumi and I find these deeply passionate as he was. Not for the

faint at heart and not a daily oracle. These are for deep reflection. I love that there is a ritual

recommended for each one. The interpretations are soulful and poetic, requiring contemplation and

reflection. I am Christ centered and I felt this honored all faiths allowing the reader to connect in their

own way.The artwork is amazing for bringing your subconscious forward.

Gorgeous artwork, wonderful cards to work with on the daily or on occasion. The book provides long

in depth writing on each of the cards that allows you to really reflect on the meanings behind each

card and how they pertain to you.

Absolutely beautiful oracle deck. So much loving energy.
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